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~DITOR'S NOT~
From the returns of the "Readership Survey" in the last
issue of the QuaTteTly, our readers have indicated a preference
for humor. This final volume provides you with a fine example
of Carroll humor in the amusing and innocuous review of the
current controversy over our campus newspaper policy, et al
-"The Idols of the Cave: Another View." We should say that
its author (one mit Angst, no doubt) is not only sine nomine,
but sine intellectu as well. This self-appointed judge of character has assigned one of our genuine campus leaders - if you
will grant him that epithet - a position in what he calls "the
tower of babel (sic .)" We can only pity his frustrated, pharisaical screeching from his stuporous sty of stagnancy, in which
we all seem to be wallowing either in glee or in a high state
of ignorance.
Shall we all stand for a verse of "The Hollow Men," III,
1-6
This is the dead land
This is cactus land
Here the stone images
Are raised, here they receive
The supplication of a dead man's hand
Under the twinkle of a fading star.
We shall all shrug our shoulders with self-righteous complacency, wink at each other with supreme understanding, and
say: "This is the way they all encl . . .. Not with a bang but
a whimper."

D.L.
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Dedication
The staff of the Carroll Quarterly is indeed honored to
hove been granted the genuine privilege of dedicating its final
issue of the 1958-1959 academic year to Professor Aloysius A
Bungert, who is retiring after having taught at John Carroll
since September of 1919.
In 1he contents of this issue are three testimonial poemswrit1en by three of Professor Bungert's closest and most dedicated associates. These are men who have shared in what Dr.
John L. Melton calls "academic blood, tears, and perspiring"
in his tribute to the professor.
We know that those who have known Professor Bungert
through personal contact with the man either as a student or a
colleague of his echo these sentiments wholeheartedly.
Many are they who have written to him expressing their
appreciation for the intellectual enrichment which they have
acquired as a direct result of Mr. Bungert's pedagogical and
personal efforts on their be half. Few have neglected to indicate their boundless admiration for the man and the teacher
who gave them a deeper knowledge of life by simply living it
to the fullest himse lf.
May your retire ment be an e ve ntful and happy one, Professor Bungert, as all of us who know you well are certain that
it will be. Your corncob pipe and bulging briefcase will never
leave Carroll's memory. let this Quarterly be for your many
admirers a warm, friendly wave of the hand.
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Verses on a Friend's Retirement
" Verses on a friend 's retirement '" What a morbid sort of thing!
Like a Pre-Romantic poem with an elegaic ring!
For superannuation (to borrow a word from Lamb)
Would seem a sorry subject for a friendly dithramb.
Business men (some writers tell us) find retirement very dull;
Droop around the house and garden, lively as a barnacle.
To such as these poor fellows, verses would indeed be indiscreetLike congratulating cattle for providing Grade-A meat.
From the olive groves of Academe it may be you ' re retiring,
Leaving far behind you academic blood, tears and perspiring.
There may be some (e.g. above) who'd want to sympathizeBut you are not retiring, AI, from things we really prize:
From the memories of your colleagues, both the thinner and the fatter,
From the minds of students bad and good (especially th e latter).
So long as Freshman English lasts, as sophomores feel put upon,
You never will leave Carroll, AI; you never really wi ll be gone.
" Retirement, rural quiet, friendship," thus the poet Collins, " books."
A catalog of pleasant things to be enjoyed in pleasant nooks.
Still all these things you ' ll have, and more that po et s never wr::>te on:
Your cameras and color slides, and Indian mounds to gloat on.
You must think of us from time to time, when you 're no longer near
To cheer us with an anecdote or lend a sympathetic ear.
You know we all will miss you, AI, and we all wish you well .
And with this heartfelt sentiment I' d better end this doggerel.

- John L. Melton
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Carmen Aloisio
Poscimur. Si quid vacui sub turri
Lusimus tecum quod et hunc in annum
Vivat et pluris, age, die, Latinum
Barbite carmen
Avonense olim modulate civi
Qui sagax scriptis tamen inter rudos
Sive jactatam neglegebat agro
Dulci pharetram
Litteras dulces lepidosque versus
Semper inscios pueros docebat
Et nefandum monstrum habitantem Daniam Nomine " Grendel"
0 decus Carroll honor et honestas
Dulce lenimen mihi sub labores
Tibi lucem canitiemque flrmam
Juppiter agat.

- Richard J. Spath

On the Fortieth Year of Teaching
Out on the academic plains,
With self the daily cost,
You scouted for the wagon trains
And rounded up the lost.

- John Conley
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The Idols of the Cave:
Another View
by
T

Student Sine Nomine

HERE is a new fad ter med "viewism" which is quite rampant today. It is calculated to remove the universal lethargy
which suppo edly victimizes t he most honorab le conservatism.
If we do not have a Yiew on every possible subject, we ar e considered something less t han obtuse. All have the right to express a view, and on t hat ri ght I proceed. I do n ot have anything but my own view, and speak for no one else but myself .
The characteristic t one of "viewism" is us ually critical, or
as one student styled it, " dogmatically therapeutic." I am not
disturbed by dogmatism or criticism, even from students. For
one doesn't have to be an expert craftsman in any one field
before one can criticize the content or fruits of that field of
endeavor. E ven the experts are poor judges at times! Someone once said, "Let him who can, criticize." It appears that
many do, and that i as it should be, under certain conditions,
of course. But the question now is, what are those conditions
and canons which should govern the expression of criticism?
We enjoy and cherish freedoms of press and speech, which,
however, are limited. ewspapers recognize the limitations of
the press and, the more respectable ones at least, are eager to
exercise prudence and judgment in the selection of copy. One
paper has a motto, "All the news fit to print." Such a paper,
if sincerP., is not likely to employ sensationalism or ipsedixitism. Rather does it rely on well-informed, meticulous men who
possess an abundance of facts and evidence to substantiate a
statement, particularly if a statement or editorial is certain
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to incite a controversy or create ill-will.
The virtue of responsibility, then, is a necessary qualification for a newspaper staff, particularly for the editors,
ince they, qu ite obviou ly, are the men >vho possess the power,
pre cinding from a "moderator." "How am I to maintain my
freedom if I have to be re ponsible? The answer is that one
does not have to be responsible if one does not want to be.
But an editor must be respon ible, preci ely because he is
ntTusted with powers which, upon exerci e, can be beneficial
or insidiou , depending upon his wisdom . Freedom of the press,
then, is not an abso lute freedom, but a relative one-relative
to its purpose, object, and the rights of others.
Excluding the common captious remarks, there is no adver e criticism hurled at the campus paper, i.e., whenever it
contains matter-of-fact statements. Often, however, it is a
lack of savoir -faire to print even the truth, for numerou reasons of which we are aware. But when a campus publication
prints false or quite dubious statements which concern serious matters, it certainly is subject to critici m. For it then
demonstrates a lack of responsibility and integrity. The question is whether t he News i ·guilty of the above. I offer the fol lowing views for your consideration.
Consider that when an editorial deprecates a certain type
of education, it simu ltaneously indites the judgment of every
stud nt who matricu lated at that type of institution. The lea t
an editoria l can do is to pre ent some stimulating evidence
and facts to prove the point. F lim y, sham arguments do not
count! When an editor asserts that a Catholic student should
be fam ilisr with Gibbon as well as Augustine, he should know
that Gibbon has been historically discredited. If time a llows
after reacting Hayes, one can a lways read some of the many
tomes of Toynbee, or page through some of the many and stimulating treatises by Chr istopher Dawson- presently at Harvard. B ut obviously time does not permit us to use all the
texts, which is why we m ust have a criteria to guide our choice.
It would seem t hat the criteria wou ld depend, at least partially, on our religious preference. A good member of the Jewish faith will adhere to the ru les and regulations of the Jewish
religion. A incer e pr otestant will do likewise. A Catholic will
nine
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attempt to learn and under tancl the "mind of the Church,"
and if he finds difficulty in understand ing, he seeks guidance
from an authority on the policy of the Church . One su pects
that a student attends a Catholic institution not only to learn
the "profane studies," but to assimi late athol ic cu lture and
traditions. If we are not intere ted in Catholi c cu lture, we fo llow our propensit ies I ewhere .
econdly, the ed itor of the eu·s seems to fee l that there
is not a wide enough breach between theology and the profane
~tud i es, between faith and reason . I prefe r to believe t hat ethic. plays a dominant ro le in a ll subjects r ather than theology ,
although there are some who maintain that a ll sciences eventually ar e ·ynthesized into theology, or emanate f r om theo logy.
Even if Mr . Grant' statement were t ru e, the question r ema in. ,
how does he know this? Exclud ing extr a- ensory perception,
he wou ld ha\'e to have clandestine pipelin es leadin g in to his
tower of !-;abel. If it is true t hat students fa il to distingu ish
between r ea on and fa it h, then why doesn't Mr. Gran t enli ghten
us with a penetr ating analysis on the s ubject? Or woul d it requ ire too much se1·ious t houg ht? Certainl y the space devo ted
t o such an article wou ld be well wor thwh ile. Or i an a r t icle
\Yhich descr ibes t he problems assoc iated with the d isti nction
of one twi n f r om another more cr itical? Or is a sho r t biography of each man on t he pr om commi ttee more impor tant? Such
art icles are promin ent in hi g h school newspaper s chiefl y because t he high sc hool student is gr eedy fo r copy whi ch "writes
it elf," copy wh ich does n't r equi re mu ch cri t ical t hinkin g.
The ClUe tion now concern t he f uncti on of a college newspaper, as it should be . Ther e is an implicit fallacy in th e publishi ng fie ld whi ch ma in tain s t hat th e pr ess should give its
r eader s wh at t hey want r ath er than what t hey need. Meanwh ile th e Ca?'?'O ll News continu es to pron ounce th e t rivia inst ead of enkindling the "intellectuall y in vigor ating cur iosity"
whi ch t he editor so fer ventl y desire a nd beli ves so lackin g .
Wh at i. the r eason fo r thi s? Is it beca use th e r eal stud ents
a r e not wr iting f or th e N ew s ? Is it because a group of students, af t er two or t hree years of intervi ewing twins and prom
committeemen suddenly and mechani call y drift into the sacroan ct editori al board of the Can·oll N ews? So it app ears to me.
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Thirdly, let's con ider general tatements. Someone has
recently said, with truth, that thi i the time, college man,
to make ~'our mistakes, eYen at the top of your voice! Certainly this is the time to ask questions, even stupid question ,
if necessary, for we have authorities to remove some of our
vast ignorance. The question is where we make general statements. Certainly in our clas es, seminars, and di cu sions.
But should we make them in the press? Or should we fir-t
gather the facts and make a reasoned study of them before
integrating them into an editorial? I feel the latter cour e i
preferable. Freshmen do not write a term paper full of g neral statements if a good grade i desired. Similarly, a debater
relies on facts and proof to win a debate. A [o1·tiori, an editor should u e more di cretion in his editorials simp ly because
of the ize of his reading public.
I have a great deal of respect for the News and am aware
of the amount of often unrewarded work its members must
mp loy for each is ue. Ne,·ertheless, the N ews staff is composed of volunteers, and having set the wage, must bear the
task. I am also conscious of its weakness, at least what I consider weaknesses. I strongly feel that if they aspire to treat
professional topics and very seriou matters, they are obligated to emp loy profe sional standards, at lea t to a minimal
degree. And since, as they admit, they are not educated yet,
but are in the proces of being educated, they should employ
more cautious standards . Otherwise they should pronounce the
trivia, am! imitate the harmless "Clouddowner," that embr yon ic paper which con i tently publishes the tawdry, emotional
war storie wh ich dea l with the last fo ur things of which it
itself is certainly one!
*
*
*
See page 12 for a r ebuttal by the a tta cked.
*
*
*

T h e auth o r o f t he a rti cle a boYe ap proac hed th e ed it o r of t he "Qua r t e rl y" aft e r th e t y pe ha d been et in both hi s a rti cle and M r. Grant 's
r e butta l to r equ es t th at hi n a m e be di clo. ed. T hi ge t ur c wa promp ted
by th e author s ub equ entl y learnin g th a t hi a n on y mi ty wa bein g confu sed with cowardice. \ Ve a s ur e yo u tha t Cha rl e K e lbley is n eith e r a
coward n or is he e ntir e ly " ine intellectu," we mu st a dmi t in cooler blood .
Plea se for g i,·e us for makin g yo ur r eadin g mor e diffi cult .
D. L.
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To Student Sine 01nine
c/o The Editor
Carroll Quarterly:
The charges made by Sine ~omine remind me of t he r eply made to t he indignant reader by one famous editor. H e wrote: " If you had bothered to check the
fact , you would have found that we did check the facts."
I am so rry that t he in tended discussion on student opin ion reached uch a
low level. Because t hi s is the last is ·ue of the Qum·te1·ly, its editor gave me an
opportunity to r eply now. Most of the charge Mr. S. K . posits are a mb iguous
and need much longer t r eatment than can be given here. I will try to an wer them
with brevity.
I agree with his commonly-made statements about the freedom and responsibili t y of t he press. But hi implication of sen sationali sm in the N ews has l ittle
evidence to support it. If he would check the facts he would find that there has
been much editing of imprudent copy by t he edi tors of the News . Several letter s
to the editor were refu ed because of inaccuracies or vulg ar statements. There have
been other examples.
Though there has been some str ong opinion (for John Carroll) exp r e sed on
the editorial page, I believe t he News can claim tha t it accomplished its primary
function of reporting the new first and that the opinion was properly subordin ated to it.
S. .'s char ges of flim -flammer y a r e best exemp lified by himself. He charges
the Ne11•s with making dubious an d false s tatements, yet he cites n o evidence fo r
such an accusation . H e assumes, "Even if Mr. Grant's tatement were true," without ever proving it false.
I t hink the average Carroll sop homore does know that Gibbon had been discredited a has been t he Ptolemaic th eo ry of t he universe. But both a rc s tudi ed
for their place and r elation shi p in the hi story of human thought.
Another point. It does not follow t hat we study other cultures and t1·ad itions
because we are not interested in the Catholic. This self-righteous view has probably done mu ch to build t he image of the n arrow-minded Cathol ic and mu ch to
harm Catholic apostolic action t hroug hout the peoples of the world.
I 'm g lad opini on, " even from students," does not "di turb" you .
Please con ider, S.
., that a column r epresents the opinion of one pe r son.
Again, I say opinion. While a n editorial represents t he opinion, usually in persua s ive form, of the paper as a whole.
Further, a new paper is not p1·imarily an intellectual organ . The Quarte1·ly
i t hat organ. It cannot accomplish it function by publi shing only in tellectually
invigorating matter, al t hou g h I think we have much of this. You would not have
bothered to write if it weren't.
A for our feature material. Ou r edi torials h ave been widely q uoted in other
college paper . This month a ews s hort appeared in R ec~de1·s' D igest. ew stor ie
have made t he Cleveland papers several t imes th is year. Our feature sto ri es h ave
won several a wards . Besides the stories you have mentioned, we have publish ed conden sations of a rticles from A meTica magazine, discussion of the intell ectual by Fr.
Hughes and other s, a nd sometimes pages full of letter to the edi tor .
You are a true Martin Luther. But if you represent your "real student,"
wher e have you been? ot on the News .
You rs incerely,
Gerald Gran t
Editor
Carroll News
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Come,
Let Us Reason Together
Isaiah l: 18- King James Version

by Lawrence Raybourne

J

OHN WESLEY, doing the hesitation walk in his B.V.D.'s
under a lav nder spotlight at Minsky's, could not have
caused Phillip's eyes to grow more protuberant than they did,
one remarkable Sabbath morning, when he saw hi twin
brother for the first time in thirty years. J arne , a Catholic
priest, was standing upon the altar of St. Mary' Church, saying Mass; while in one of the back pews, Phillip at among
the kneeling congregation, scarcely believing what he saw.
It was at this exact moment that he decided, for the sake of
their sainted mother, his errant brother must be saved.
Phillip was the visiting evangelist for a radical sect that
was holding its annual revival in the tent across the street.
He rushed to St. Mary's the instant he heard the rumor that
James was there. He came in during th e last ten minutes of
Mass, while James was drinking from a silver-lined chalice as
he faced the altar.
B enedicat vos omnipotens Deus, Pate?· et Filius, et Spiritus
c~nctu s .

Phillip frowned at the audible recitation of the Latin
prayer and regarded the statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary
suspiciously.
The circumstan ces which led up to this unusual scene
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are unimportant now. Call it the unfortunate result of a mixed
marriage. There was the inevitable divorce followed by a court
decision that the two children were to be reared by separate
parents and in different creeds. Phillip was born ten minute
before James, which may have accounted for why the elder
was seeing his brother first . Perhaps it was even the reason
that they were to die in lhat same order- and within ten
minutes of each other.
James was in the sacristy removing hi Yestment when
Phillip entered. He did not recognize his vis itor at first, for
while James wa chubby and ro y-cheeked, his twi n was f rail
and emaciated.
"Yes, my son ?"
"J a mes," he said smiling painfully, "I am yo ur brother,
Phillip."
After a moment of awkward s ilence in which it was
neces ary to bridge the di tance which had widened between
them through the year s, they r an to each other and embraced with tear-filled eyes.
"God bless yo u," one of them said, whereupon the pell
was broken.
Phillip gazed about him un comfortably - at the crucifix
on the wall; at a marble statu e of the Madonna.
"James," he began at length, "how have you come toto this ?"
"This? I don't understand." H e looked about, seeing nothing out of place.
"Our mother prayed for you until she died. She'd always
say before services began, 'I hope James will come tonight
and be saved,' but you never came."
James' eyes lit in recollection.
"She wants yo u to come back to God tonight, back to that
old-time religion we knew when we were boys. Come home
to the people who preach on the highways and the byway ,
James. Mother will shout hallelujah in heaven if you do."
"Sometimes we pray for that which God doesn't want us
to have, Phillip."
"But this," Phillip said again. "The Latin; the worship
of idols."
fourte e n
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James straightened indignantly. "The cer mony you saw
out there was the Mass- the acrifice of Chri t for you . We
use Latin because it never changes."
"Better to speak one word in understanding. A thou and
word in an unknown tongue are like the sound of bras .
That' what the Bible ays."
"The prayers are not adclres ed to the people, but to God
in their behalf. God knows all languages and He listens, not
to our words, but to our intention ."
"You worship Mary!"
"We honor her. God honored her above all creature by
having her bear His only Begotten Son. We ask her prayer
because-"
"Aha!" shot the other triumphantly. "You see? Jesus
to ld us in His own words, 'I am the Door; no man enters except by Me.' "
"A little while ago, you aid our mother still has concern for me, although she's dead; yet you deny that the
mother of God can do the arne?"
"Well, I will still pray for you," said Phillip, looking a
though he did not b lieve it would do much good. "I know
how hard it must be for you to give up all of this." He indicated a box of cigars which were a gift from a deceased man's
family and the gleaming votive lights in their ruby-red cups,
which suggested, no doubt, unbounded lavishness, bordering
on depravity. "Love not the world!" he shouted, beginning to
open the door in leaving.
"Shhh," James pleaded, "or my pari honers outside will
hear you."
Opening the door wider, Phillip raised his voice and a
warning finger. "If ye are ashamed to confess Me before this
sinful and adulterous generation, I shall be ashamed to confess you before My Father which is in heaven!"
A year later, James entered his study and found Phillip
waiting there.
"Well, Phillip," said James good naturedly, "I'm glad to
see you again. I hope you've learned some things since our
last meeting."
fifteen
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"Come to my tent!" begged Phillip. James, reminded of
the Sheik of Araby, struggled to suppress a smile a Phillip
hurried on. "See people who speak in the unknown tongues
and make a joyful noi e unto the Lord. Something tell me
you love God. Why not raise your right hand and confess Him
as your Savior?"
Here, Phillip launched into a chorus of WondeTful, H e's
WondeTful, which seemed to contain nothing but those words,
while Jame raised a helpless hand in mid-air- not so much
to accept the new religion a to silence the impetuous outburst
of song.
When Phillip wa finished, the father said, "You are my
brother, with whom charity dictates I must be und rstanding,
but I shall have to ask you to stop coming here if you r errand
is always to convert me. If you should wish to come for catechism, o that you may understand the Church before you
blaspheme it, I will see you gladly."
His brother paused thoughtfully before he poke.
"He who believes that I am God and follows My commandments hall be saved, saith the Lord."
"But belief i not enough. One must receive the sacraments to preserve grace."
"Man is sewed by grace- not by works, lest any man
should boast," replied Phillip.
"If yo u per ist in arguing, I must tell you to go."
Philip left reluctantly, but not before depositing a handful of tracts in one of the pews on his way out.
James, father confessor, walked unsu pectingly past the
darkened ·mear of penitent faces as he approached the confessional. Reverentl y placing his tole about his authoritative
shoulders, h e seated him self and slid open the panel which
revealed a fine, linen covered, wooden grille. A male silhouette kneeled on the opposite side of the partition, but forgot
to cross himself.
"Bless you , my son," aid James preparatory to hearing
the first confession .
A sigh escaped the mysterious silence. "James, be reasonable," his brother's voice pleaded. "The Bible says if we
sixteen
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acknowledge our sins, He is just to forgiYe our sins. First
John: one; nine."
James rapidly shut the fenestella and breathed a prayer
for strength and deliverance. Shaken, but feeling the better
able to resume, he moved back the small sliding door which
made him accessible to the preaching voice which was continu ing.
"-scriptures. 'We have redemption through His blood;
the forgiveness of sins according to his grace.' Ephesians:
first chapter; seventh verse."
"Philip," James began very slowly, trying not to think
about what Cain did to his brother, "I admire your tenacity,
but the Bible says there i. a time under the sun for everything. This is not the time to air our controversies."
" Behold, now is the accepted time; now is the day of
salvation. It's later than you think! We are living in the last
days. Why, only last Thursday night," he announced proudly,
"I baptized two saxophone players and a drummer."
Drops of impatient perspiration dribbled underneath
James' Roman collar; a t inge of angry color fl ooded his face.
"I hear confessions because I am a priest. Christ gave
the power to His apostles after His Resurrection, intending
it for all their successors. You, Phillip, are not ordained, but
have taken it upon yourself to be a leader of sheep, interpreting the Sacred Scriptures as you please."
" I translate the Bible as the Spirit leads me," h e defended.
"Th en why don't those who make the same claim agree
with yo u ?"
"There shall come false prophets," rat ionalized the Protestant. "Many are called, but few are chosen."
Half an hour after Phillip had gone, James found a box
of cigars in the rectory wa stepaper basket.
And so this interminable debate went on each year, when
t he revival was back in town. Each time James would mention
Peter, the first Pope, Phillip would insist that Paul was the
better man . When the Protestant condemned smoking, drinking, and dancing, the Catholic urged that these were only
sinful in excess. They debated infant baptism and baptism by
seventeen
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immer ion; versions of the Bible; wine in tead of grape juice.
unleavened bread in tead of soda crackers.
On the last day of their lives, they were still arguing.
This time, they di cu sed celibacy. Both were forty now and,
in ten years, neither had convinced the other or altered hi
own conclusions on even the most minor doctrine.
"'It is better that a man does not know a woman,' is what
Corinthians says," stated Jame .
"But forbid not to marry,'' added Phillip.
"True," his opponent agreed, "but a priest forsake marriage willingly . When a secular man marrie , he chooses
rather to please his wife."
"Well, it is late," said Phillip, "and I must be getting
home to mine. This is Friday, our night to have porterhouse
steak."
James went to the door with him.
"Are you sure you won't take religious in truction from
me, Phillip- come into the fo ld?"
" o. my religion is the religion of the Bible. Are you
sure you won't come to the tent meeting?"
They both hrugged their shoulders and aid good night.
never realizing that this was their final hour on ea rth.
For the first Friday since he had attained the age of reason, Phillip did not eat meat; on hi way home, he was run
over by a streetcar and died before supper.
Ten minutes later, James sat down to his Friday evening
meal and choked to death on a fi hbone.
*
*
*
When James arrived below, Phillip was there- ten minutes ahead, as usual. Flames flickered everywhere, illuminating the heavy billows of mustard-colored smoke that surround ed their sweating, naked bodies. Amidst the wailing of
other unfortunate so uls, the distinct gnashing of teeth could
be heard. This would cease at periodic intervals of silence
during which one sensed the painful biting of soft tongues
that rendered gnashing and wail ing momentarily impossible.
Phillip was clearly distressed, wh ile James looked bemu edly into the ulfureous, brimstony fire.
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Come, Let Us Reason Together
"Oh, James," he cried, a flame licked about him, "why
didn't we try to reach an understanding while we had the
chance. ow we are in Hell and must endure th is uffering
forever and ever. Ouch!"
" o, Phillip, thi isn't Hell. Thi is- ouch!- only purgatory and wi ll end orne day."
"But how can it end? Ther e is no purgatory. This i Hell,
I tell you."

Alone
To stand i n th e midst of a g roup
And give e xterior show
Whil e th e leaden fist of loneliness
Beats within .
To be among others,
Yet not b e long.
The dread of night
And a sl eepl ess b ed
And th e private he ll of a torm ented mind .
To f all into fitful slumber
Knowing that the morrow
Brings renewed agonies.
To walk about constantly carryi ng
The killing growth of banishm ent.
To scream with pain
Yet not b e heard .
To strike out blindly
In a rage of unspent love
At those who wish to help
But cannot.
That is lone li ness.

- Anon
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Yisio Academica
As buildings rise in learning's name
Across our brash land, learning falls;
Tradition's now the old shell game,
And Newton's apple swells with galls.
The scholar, treated like a clerk,
Is undertaker of the West;
The sciolist warms to his work,
Reason 's destruction by a test.

- John Conley

At an Open Grave in December, 1958
In memory of Anne B. Whitmer
The
The
The
On

pit, green-bordered, fed
mortal chill;
season mocked the dead
th is white hill.

May His unfailing light
On thy soul fall.
No long er need the night
Thy heart appall.

- John Conley

Bede's Death Song
Before the needful way
None becomes wiser than is need,
Pondering what will be decreed
His soul after death day.

- John Conley
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Independence Day
Picnic
by Dennis J. Dybeck

D AW

came peacefully over the group of sleeping men.
Somewhere in the trees around them, the sharp, shrill
cry of a crow broke the stillne s of the Pennsylvania countryside. It was followed by the sharper blast of a bugle. Halsey
Litchfield rolled sleepily in the dewy grass and mumbled
cursings that came out in an unintelligible grunt, fighting the
intrusion of consciousness. His sleeper's mind knew there was
a reality to be faced upon waking, an unpleasant reality, but
it did not want to face it or even know what it was. The bugle
sounded again . The bugler's lips were cold and cracked, and
this time the sound came in a raspy bleat, rising to a banshee
wail on the higher notes. The discordant wave forced itself
into his ears, lacerating whatever sleep was left in him. His
head jerked up, and he looked around the encampment. It took
him five seconds to realize where he was and why. In six seconds, h e was afraid again. The sickening, crawling Jump in
the pit of his stomach had been with him for the past three
days. For three days now, they had been marching, and for
three days Halsey had not been able to force down more than
a few mouthfuls of food or sleep for more than a quarter of
an hour at a time. Only his fatigue had allowed him to sleep
the four hours since their arrival. He could think of no reason
for his condition. Even though he had been in the army only
five months, Halsey Lichtfield was a veteran. He had seen
bloody action at Vicksburg and again at Fredericksburg. He
had felt fear before but never to this extent. Always before
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he had felt himself indestructible. Men had fallen all around
him, clawing at their stomachs and moaning convul ively.
i~Iinie balls had whistled and hissed their . ong of death pa t
his ears, but he had felt no mor e than an animal nervousnes .
It was not that Halsey was an exceptionally brave man , but
his dreamer's mind could never accept the fact that his existence could be ended by a bullet. Others could and did die, but
Halsey Lichtfield was fated for more than the cold real ity of
dying without individuality in a teeming rna s of men, charging towards an objective which could be taken just a ea. ily
without him- dying without notice and without any real reaon . For the past three days, H al ey had been infected with a
feeling of doom, a premoni tion of terrible t r agedy. H e had
tried to fight it, but even when he succeeded in driving it from
hi. mind, it kept him tense. And emotions are not ea ·ily
fought.
The men around him began to talk. "What clo they call
this place, Sarg ?"
"Cemetery Ridge, son ."
"Hell of a name!"
"Looks like it'll be one hell of a lay."
"Too early for Fourth of Ju ly fireworks yet. Got two mor e
day. to go."
"Them Rebs don't give a damn for no Fourth a' Ju ly."
A cavalry officer, erect and proud on a dun-colored mare,
cantered from the path leading out of the trees. Although the
·un had just r isen, he was already weating. Th e serg ant,
instinctively recognizing a West Point officer, snapped a brisk
alute and came to attention as well as he could on the uneven
grass. The men, not caring much, remained seated or sprawled
on the gro und . The cavalr y captain resisted the impulse to
mak the men come to attention and r eturned t h e sergeant's
salute. "Ser geant, group up with the rest of you r company
and be pr epar ed to move out r igh t away." H e spurred his
hor e without waiting for an answer.
Hal ey r eached for his rifle and pack. His hands wer e
shaking and h is stomach wa j umping nervously, but he
forced himself up. Slowly h e h uffled after t h e grumbling
gro up of men and did h is best to appear calm.
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Within ten minutes the company had as embled and were
following their captain up the morbidly-named ridge. Halsey's
feet sank and dragged in the soft grass earth. He was chilled
from head to toe. His pack wa rubbing roughly on his back,
and his rifle felt like an icicle in his hands. The temperature
was at least fifty degree and rapidly rising, but Halsey was
~ hivering. He turned to the man on his right. "Where we
headed?"
"Some place name a Little Round Top, I heard the Captain ay."
"Sounds better than Cemetery Ridg ."
"I s'pect you can get j u i as good a fun'ral on this here
Round Top."
"I s'pect you can go to hell!" Halsey mocked the man's
::::>ou thern Illinois accent.
"' ough Rebs tryin' ta send me there 'out you havin' ta
worry none about it."
"Hell you sound enough like a Reb your elf." They had
been good friends since Halsey enlisted, but he wondered if
there was more than good-natured ribbing in his antipathy
towards thi man. Hi remark about a funeral had irritated
Halsey. Once again a wave of nervousness shot through him
and he visibly twitched. He looked to see if his companion had
noticed. He was looking straight ahead at the mall knoll they
were walking towards. It was grassy and rounded and would
be hard to defend. A few Conf derate cannon placed on the
hill could rake the men on Cemetery Ridge to pieces. Little
Round Top had to be occupied by nion forces.
They were moving closer to the top now, and Halsey
wished he could see over it. He would feel much safer if he
knew what was on the other side. His squad was in the lead
and he pushed himself to the front. He was more afraid than
ever, the ten ion spreading out in his stomach. It was a ball
of yeast moistened by the nervous sweat of impending danger
and death. He wanted to get it over with, to see what was on
the other side of that hill. In a few econds now he would be
able to see.
His head was just visible over the hill when the bloodcurdling yell rang out. Up the other side they came, screamtwenty-three
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ing and streaming. Halsey tried to raise his ri fl e and take aim.
but his legs folded under him, and he sprawled to the g round,
arms thrown out, his rifle rolling down the hill to meet the
grey-clad mass. The pain took a little wh ile in coming, but
when it did come, he screamed and clutched at his groin . J ust
before he lost con ciousnes , he felt another bullet tearing
through h is lungs.

T roil us
W e ll , so you' re gone; so men have di e d ,
And wor ms have eaten th e m, but not for this.
Should I th e re fore cree p wormlike back inside
Th e stony barrack house of my des ire,
Hold there the errant flame, the smothered kiss?
I do not think that my internal fire
Should burn more brightly than your funeral pyre.
Time was, when I upon the Trojan gates
Held in my arms the first cool spash of dawn;
Evening came ... All comes to him who waits
For honest woman or for faithful friend;
All things must come and go and die and be reborn.
Could I reach you, what message would I send?
Enough to say, all poems have an end .

-Shoun McHugh
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The Last Straw
by

Lawrence J. Ondreiack

"HOW'D it go today, Harry? Git that fat slob off your back
yet?"
"You lmow I didn't. S e my ti me card anywhere, Charlie ?
It's never in the arne place tw ice."
"There it is ! Th ere in 147. He botherin' you again, huh?
Wh~- don't you quit and git a job on another dock. There's
plenty companies hirin' now."
"No matter where I go there'll always be a pig like Frank
who hates me. If it's not him it'll be someone worse maybe."
"Can they git any worse than Frank ?"
"They might be able to git worse but they sure can't beat
that ape for looks and lard. H e really takes the cake when it
come to fat ."
"I don't see how you can joke about someth in' like that,
Harry. I think I'd a killed him by now ."
"Come on will ya, punch out and let's git some chow. We
onl y got a half hour- new ship comin' in, big load due and
we a in't even got the docks cleared off yet."
"Hey Har, H ey Boy! Look at that over there- woweee
-some broad, huh? Would you take a look at that .. ."
"What's a good lookin' babe like that doin' on these
docks? Hey Charlie, git your mind back to yo ur lunch- anyway you're married and got three kids- I'm the guy that
should be lookin'. I'm single-"
"Yeah, but you ain't interested in- I'm sorry, Harry, I
didn't mean to say anything."
"Fergit it Chuck, I got somethin' I want to show yo u."
The s tillness of the noon lunch break was rudely interrupted
by a shrill, wailing whistle that echoed loudly between the
warehouses and the docked vessels.
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"That'. it, Harry! Let's git to work. You can how me
your little surpri. e later, cau e if we're late one more time
you won't have to worry about your Big Boy- you'll be fired
lickety split."
"Hey fella, not o quick! Remember w gotta punch in.
Boy, you're gittin' absent minded anymore."
"You know someth in' Harry, my wife tole me the same
thing thi mornin'- funny coincidence, huh?"
"Git your card an' punch in, Gabby, and I t's git to work.
I'll walk o\·er to the warehouse with you. I'm checkin' today
-lazy life, huh?"
"Some guys git all the breaks- take 'er easy, Harry!"
"Yeah, see you Charlie!"
Harry hu tied over to the heel and dug around the cluttered desk for his specific check list. Finding it he fumbled in
his pockets for a pencil and then hurried out onto the docks
again. "Oil drums first," he mumbled to himself, "let's see
where they are now." He started checking and thinking.
"I wonder where Frank is now- probably above me loadin'. I'm ju t about fed up to my ears with hi s pickin' and
shovin' me around. I'm scared of him . He's a maniac. He hates
me. He mu st be a maniac, c.au e that damn crowbar didn't
sma. h dOW11 be. ide me just by accident la t week. ot ·w ith
him around it didn't. And that lifting bar- that thing nearly
killed me! I couldn't see him but I heard his ugly laugh. And
anyway he's b en loadin' two week straight so he must'a been
above me. Oh, no! There he is now. If he tarts foolin' around
once more-"
"Hi, little man! How'· you mammy an' yo pappy an' all
those li'l chillun . Oh, tha's right! You ain't got no chillun. You
ain't even got a woman- why nobody'd miss you if you was
claid, now would they?"
"Listen Frank, yo u've pushed me just about far enough.
What'd I ever do to you that you hate me so much?"
"Lookie here little man, the color of your skin makes m
hate you . I hate your kind an' I'm takin' it out on you- cause
I likes you. You're real small an' easy to handle."
"Sure I'm ea y to sho Ye around you big ape. You're only
about two hun-erd pounds heavier'n I am. But I'm g ittin' fed
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up to here damnit."
"Oh, oh! My little man i gittin' real rough 'n toughgruffff -listen to 'im grow lin'- a real jack the giant killer.
Boy, I'm cared! Look at me a hivverin'. I gotta protect myself- watch out for my drag hook little man!"
"Git that drag hook off my neck 'fore I kill you! I'm
through takin' your threats- I'm through bein' scared."
"Well you don't see it movin', little man, do you? You're
through with my threats, huh? Well do somethin' little man,
do somethin'. It's cuttin' you- you're bleedin'- see that,
tha's blood tricklin' from your neck- do omethin' !"
"Yeah, I feel the blood! You feel this Frank? It's a .38!
Now git that damn hook outa my neck."
"You ain't gonna do nothin' with that gun, little man!"
"I already did somethin' . You took that hook ouiA:'l my
neck didn't you. Now look at that steamer over there. She's
leavin' in a coupla' minutes. When ·he blows her stacks,
Frank, I'm killin' you! So start prayin', . tart b ggin' white
trash!
"Listen Harry, I'm sorry- I really am- I wa only
mockin' you . Honest Harry I won't do it no more- honestI'll never do it again, I promise Harry- I prom-"
The roar from the teamer's stacks ripped loose with a
thundering, deafening bellow, killing all other sound. It blew
louder! Then suddenly quit! Harry turned and walked away
.lowly.
"You dirty nigger, I knew you'd chicken ooo - "
Harry whirled around. Two cracking reports echoed over
the docks, one immediately after the other, followed by a
,:;plash.

Unless the Dead Forgive
Unless the d ead fo rgive,
The living a re a ccurse d :
W ho proffe r in a sieve
W a te r of love re hea rsed.

- John A. Conley
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POM~S NICKL~ACH
Tristan Seul
/soft, ma drue, /soft m'amie,
En vous ma mort, en vous ma vie!
- From a poem on the Tristan and lsolt theme
by the medieval French poet, Thomas.

In rage on Mark's battlements I stand,
Boiling, seething, surging
like those waves below which erupt
And dash themselves on the rocks.
It is cold and I feel it.
The stars I see are winking,
Or are they mocking?
I cannot know. But there is the wind
Which cuts me.
And I hear beneath its harlot scream
The death-grasp of the Morholt,
The tremor of the hunting-horns,
And the cry in pain or e cstasy
Of a lonely, be dded queen.

Portrait
Against the de e p cloud -clashing
Pale virginal uncaressed
And night-famed loveliness
Soft questioning eyes and full-lipped grace
Generous daimon to our self-tossed race
Fading receding to Platonic bliss
Ever untouched by a haphazard kiss
May your cast of patience gently depart
And leave the lone and destined heart
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Spring
Silent echoes across a rime-field
Kiss and arouse a spirit
Faltering and tripping and scraping
Its shins
An insinuating waltz loads the sky
Pregnant with feverish diapason
And lonesome smells crush in bondage
The unreluctant fog -raped air
At once a blackened arm stretches
For the riddle beyond its reach
Until the tired twisted socket snaps
And desire dangles coarsely on a string
Like a frustrated jiggling puppet
Clarion-throated heralder of pain
Kiss not too hard
Since the heart becomes enamored
Of your smiles
And opens its eyes in December to see
Merely a bluff buffer for shocking death

Elizabeth by a Window
Hush, child, hush!
I know she is coming .
I can see the sun burning her face
And the pure water blessing her eyes.
I can see her walking through the mute April breeze,
Stirring the dust with her naked feet.
Kick not so hard, child!
Treat me as an aged woman
Who, like a girl, must bear and groan;
Too old for Zachary but not for God
Who deems to bless our silenced bed.
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I yearn for the time
When th e dust from her naked feet
Will sprinkle my threshold in all its beauty .
But what can I do ,
Or what can I say?
Oh , leap, child, and tell me!
Can it be, 'Marya, 0 hail "?
Or, " Flung Nature' s qu een,
0 hail , full of grace" ?

Memento Mori
The last winsome smil e
I will see b efore losing my eyes
Will stretch from a skull 's tee th
W ith out lipstick
Totally dry without water
Of brittle collapsibl e bone
The last clod of earth
I will feel before squeezing my heart
Will drop from a damp hill
Without crab-grass
Miserably chill without sunlight
From solstice or Mercury's throne
And I will mouth sweetened salt
And smell lit-gold sulphur
And hear the neat proce ssion
Of a Gabrielli Moss
Split into infin ite polyphony
And I will think of unmet joys
In you
And overleaf white with black

- Thomas Corr
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Tribute?
by Robert Smith

G OVER
poses.

MENT ar e designed to sen e a number of plli'Some are cr eated to give the appearance of a
democratic organization in an otherwise dictatorial regime:
other : are e tablished to feed the ego of the rich, the wellborn, and the noble: while few are created and designed to
ser ve the people.
An analy is of any type of government is a difficult undertaking. The degree of difficulty is greatly increased when
one attempts an analy is of a governmental form with which
he i. associated. Thus, to present an objective picture of the
Carrol l Union divorced of its noise and fury is not an easy task
Leca u e of its lack of concrete legislation by \Yhich governments are meas ured.
The Union suffers from growing pain , illu ions of granduer, and inefficiency. World War II and Korea brought to
the campu men who were not interested in education, except
as a means of recouping their losses, or the activitie of the
students and the government needed to direct tho e organization s and activities. In the middle of this apparent eli intere t,
th e Union Con titution of 1950 was established which limited
in a confused and politically vulgar manner the scope and
im portance of the Union. It is until the time of the true student that the Union must wait for its life. That time sha ll not
arrive as long a certain conditions continue to exist.
The Union ha turned into a battleground for personalit ie , clique inter ests, and narrow-minded golden idols who impair the march of progress. One's ideals of government at·e
tarnished, if not shattered, by the observation of our campu
leaders in thi present-day political showcase.
One ')f the more disturbing factors which has cau eel the
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pre ent student attitude toward the Union is the ascendency
vf the past three Monarchs to the throne of student government. The mistake would not be as serious if all eligible and
capable candidates were given equal and ample opportunity
to prove their administrative and organizational talent · . This
, peak not of service-fraternity domination of the Union, but
by a erieR of preferential incidents, the Union has come into
the control of the service-fraternity in a limited way. It is to
their credit that the service-fraternity has so many qualified
men in the> wrong place at the right time.
Most presidents of any organization are chosen by ecret
ballot on the basis of their merits for filling the job. Political
planning cannot be denied, but personal grooming of a candidate by his placement in key jobs at the exclusion of other better qualified candidateR is not planning but dictatorial. When
a Union pre ident makes known his choice to succeed him, all
is well and good, but when he states publicly that his handpicked successor will become the new Union president because
it has been fixed with the boy , there is serious doubt in this
writer's mind as to the integrity of that Carroll man.
The present president is a typical result of this grooming
proce s. In the realm of politics, he is a team-man dependent
upon the ::tdvice of his fellow officers and others. Thi i not
to say that team work is not needed, for the scope and funct ion of the Union itself demands it. The seriousnes of the
example lies in the fact that every-day political decisions involving the smooth administration of the Union are dependent upon the ' xpert advice' of past presidents, close friends,
and glory-hunters who flatter Mr. President into policy deci. ions favorable to their special interests. A wishy_,,·ashy
political leader is doing more harm than good for the institution which he serves.
Attempts at erasing this condition have been made, but to
no avail. It is not enough for a Student Union president to
ay, " I am the president of the Union . . ." His position and
the title demand a great deal of hard work before the individual can merit the prestige, the importance, and t he influence of this office. His dealing with the students, the representatives, and his fellow officer must be fair and abo,·ethirty-two
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board, honest and open. The president must be above reproach
so that his critics can not ay that he is still tied to under-thetable policies detrimental to the students whom he erves.
Suggestions offered have inc! uded the direct election of
the president by the student body. Working on the theory that
the Union president is more than just the primary leader of
another organization, the general election of the leader and
representative of the entire tudent body, after the nomination and primary election of the two be t-suited candidate
in the nion would follow. The ba ic argument again t this
stand i t!le one ba. eel on "we cannot tru t the students." The
past cla"S el ction figures are presented to eemingly prove
the point.
In an. wer to this we note that a class and / or an organization has elected from its own ranks a representative in whose
abilitie · they have placed complete faith and trust. To turn
around and ay that the representative do not trust the students is to violate the elected position of the representative,
and the right which the students have to fair and objective
repre entation. It is to be remembered that without the good
will and tolerance of the student body, the student government on any campus can not exi t.
Another sugge tion deals with the changing of the election time of the president. As we know, the officers of the
Union are usually elected in the third or fourth meeting of
the Spring Semester. For various reasons, namely, to break
the reliance of new presidents on old officers, to diminish
the senior service-fraternity hold on young untrained representatives, and to give all new representatives the chance to
elect officers, the time for election was suggested to be the
first meeting in October. This would demand that all organizational officers and Union representatives be elected by the
close of the Spring seme ter of the previous academic year.
The election of the new Union president would then gain
greater interest in the ranks of those who care.
Another cause for student non-interest slowly becomes
clear when we consider the fact that there i lack of communication between the Union and its membership - the students,
and their activities. Union members seldom report the prothirty-th ree
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ceedings of Union meeting. to their membership, or even
bother to direct interested students to the appropriate bulletin boards on which meeting minutes are posted, or even discuss Union busine s, except that which infring s on their
personal sovereignty . Legislation could well be drawn to demand that minutes of all organization and clas · meetings be
submitted to the Union. In this way could the Union check as
to the efficiency of its representatives, as well as keep in
closer contact with the varied activities of each organization
and clas ·. As the condition stands now, the Union i told only
what it wants to know, not what it should know.
A core of civil servants is non-existent in the nion.
What is meant here is that opportunities are not provided for
orientation and trai nin g of many more students whose ta lents
in the governmental field could well be utilized. The Un ion i
content to over-work the present talent by burdening them
with seven more jobs than they can effectively handle. The
consequence is inefficiency and academic downfall. To gain a
greater pool of talent f r om wh ich to draw workers, th sch eme
of proportional representation was devised. For every eighty
full-time students over the total of 320 f ull-time tudents, the
class would be allowed an extra r epresentati ve. This would
mean that the Freshman and Sophomore classes in particular
would gain representation in excess of t he other two classes.
Those who oppose this idea are irrational in their convictions
for they fear that bloc voting will be used against them, thus
proving that this year's fad of tin gods is in vain.
The exclusiveness of the Union is a condition which
bothers many. It is often said on the und erclass level that it
takes a year for the student to r ealize that student government exists, and another year to understand what it is supposed to cto and for whom it is supposed to do it. The implication here is that the Union is an organization of the rich,
the well-born, and the noble who fatten th eir pockets at the
expense of the people. Suggestions offered to bring the Union
within the pocket-book of the average citizen have been advanced to include the overall supervision on a student level
of s uch activities as Orientation Week, Hello Week, etc. The
author here has hinted that service-fraternity domination
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has grown way out of proportion. In fact orne argue Lhat thi
organization of bad boy should once again come und r nion
conlrol in the capacity of a tanding committee. Orientation
Week would include only Union personnel, and, if more are
needed, other organizations should be con ulted. As the condition stands now, th service-fraternity uses Orientation
Week as a recruiting ground for new members, not university
orientation.
In regard to Hello Week, the class Jines should again be
erected. The seniors, due to service-fraternity over-activity,
have lost that small amount of importance and respect which
i due them. A service-fraternity is designed to serve the organizations and faculty of a university, not dictate to them.
Co-operation, not antagonism, is to be a goal steadily worked
for.
The Union could also embark upon summer program designed in acquainting the incoming men with the university
in the name of the univer ity, not a particular organization.
A continued program throughout the year of orientation of
the student body to the purpose, design, scope, and function
of the Union hould be carried out. Events other than social
programs must be sponsored by the Union. Activity breed
familiarity, but under present conditions, familiarity breeds
contempt. The importance of publicity and public relations
can be clearly seen if the above program i to be put into
effect.
All is not gloom. The 1959 Union Constitution is the first
step in a vast Union reorganization and rebuilding program.
Some internal inefficiency has been done away with by the
tightening of internal organization. Responsibility for the
smooth operation of the Union has been placed upon the
shoulders of its officers, its representatives, and the organization by the detailed improvement of the duties of the officers,
the requirements for admittance to the Union, the attendance
requirements and the penalty incurred for violation, the instances by which an organization will forfeit membership, the
selection of representatives and their duty to the Union, etc.
The new constitution maintains and strengthens the delicate balance between organizational constitutions and adthirty-five
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ministrative policy. The nion is empowered to peak for all
students when they act as students of the Univer ity, all organizations, whether members of the Union or not, and to
direct and supervise all student activities without infringing
upon the lawfully inve ted duties and privileges of an organization. The greatest and most important innovation is
th judicial power which the Union has at its disposal to enforce all its regulation . It is now possible that the Union
executive and the Dorm Council president can become member of the Disciplinary Board. The di tinction here resting
in the difference between a felony and a misdemeanor, the
latter being student jurisdiction, the former being administrative jurisdiction.
The new Constitution i not a cure-all for the nion ills.
It is not a set of 240 rules and regulations which create inflexibility. Instead, it is a framework within which the Union
can operate more successfully, more thoroughly, and with
greater authority in keeping with it increased prestige, function, and importance to campus life. The document can be
compared to an iconoclast for it tears down the golden idols
of the temple, but unlike an iconocla t, the constitution keeps
the temple intact by replacing the fallen idols with statues
of faith.

Jenny Missed Me
J e nny missed me as I left
Jumpi ng from th e chair she sat in.
Tim e, you rogu e, who love to g et
Spice into your pag e, put that in .
Grant my misd e me anor sad ,
Claim that, when we wed she kisse d me,
Say she threw th e vase, but add
Jenny missed me.
- Anon
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Reaction
by Thomas J. O'Toole
H

ARRY turned on the stool and tried to see through the
smoke-filled room. The cigarette smoke curling toward
the ceiling seemed like huge white clouds. As he stepped from
the stool he found it neces ary to hold onto the edge of the bar
to steady himself.
The people in the barroom seemed so far away- their
voices fusing together and not too distinct. Harry shook his
head, dropped hi jaw - stretching the skin on hi cheeks forcing his eyes open wider in an effort to stop the room and
the people from waying in a mall arc. Finding the door he
headed for it to e cape the temptation of remaining any
long r.
After what seemed like an extremely long and difficult
walk he reached the door, and grasping the handle leaned
heavily on the wooden hulk which separated him from the
fre hnes of the evening breeze and the stuffiness of the bar.
Taking a deep breath of the foul-smelling air, and tasting the
bourbon which had been mixed with the too-sweet ginger ale,
Harry pulled on the handle- but the door wouldn't budge.
Jerking at the dirty brass fixture he suddenly stopped, smiled
a knowing smile, and depressed the small lever less than an
inch above the handle. The door opened easily and Harry
stepped outside.
He took several gulps of what seemed like pure oxygen,
but the cobwebs did not seem to be vanishing from his brain.
Instead, everything began to swirl more rapidly than it had
only minutes before. The sidewalk appeared as a massive plank
which he must walk, but Harry could not summon the courage
to take the almost daring steps.
Although the sun had set hours ago, the outside wa
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overly bright. The neon sign above the doorv\·ay was analogous to floodlight in a ball park at night. The three letters,
B-A-R lit up the narrowing sidewalk as far as Harry could
see in either direction . The cars parked in front of the bu ilding wobbled from id e to id e, as if the engin s were idling at
an irregular rate and causing excessive vibrations.
Music coming from the bar, hardly heard by pa sers-by,
throbbed in his head. Harry wanted to get away from the elements that were becoming more and more unpleasant. He took
several steps and was forced to seek the rna on front of the
building for stability . The door of the bar wung open and
Harry winced, clenching his teeth as the mu ic bellowed
through his ear drums. Automatically h e relaxed as the door
closed.
"There he is," one of the three men aid who had just left
the bar. "Hey, Harry, where do ya think you' re goin' ?"
Harry looked in the dir ction of the sou nd and could
vaguely see the three forms. Everything eemed to be wirling at an almost violent pace. The narrowing sidewalk was
now looming larger and larger beneath his feet. The seemingly
giant sign was glowing brighter and then dimmer. The fresh
air that he was seeking did not seem to be available. The tooweet ginger ale was affecting his stomach. Harry took another tep, trying to get outside of the circle where all his unplea antness existed. The three forms seemed to be moving
closer.
"Come on, Harry, let's go," he heard someone mumble
from far away . Then, almost as if everything around him were
being lifted up, he began to fee l better. The noise, the brightness, the wirling, everything seemed to be disappearing. He
could feel himself slid ing down the front of the buildingripping his coat leeve as he went- but he did not care. A
smile came to his face as all his troubles vanished and the
sweet music of a mental orchestra ettled arou nd him .
"Harry, H arry," one of the men said shaking the limp
form . "Gauzman," he called, slapping his face rapidly. "Give
me a hand, will ya guys?" he asked, turning to the other two.
"I'm getting sick of following Harry around every night
and taking him home," one of the others said.
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"Listen, we can't afford to let him get into trouble. After
all, he' the leader of the student body. Beside , he's our
friend ."
Yeah, but just because hi babe gave him the shaft is
no reason to get bombed all the time. This is the fourth time
this ... "
"Ah, hut up and give me a hand!"
After putting Harry in the car the four men headed back
toward the college. Gauzman moved around in the back seat,
but his three friends, crowded in the front seat o he could
sleep it off comfortably, paid little attention to him. Fifteen
minutes later Harry called, "Hey, hows about a little be-bop?"
"Lover boy's awake," one of them chuckled.
"Yeah, he's decided to give up sobriety," another said,
turning on the radio and dialing in the local disc jockey. The
radio station was playing the top tunes of the week and the
music swelled into Harry's ears like Heaven's harps. No
longer were the sounds distasteful. "Ah," he sighed.
A the record ended the DJ said, "Rome wasn't built in a
day, and you can't serve a good cocktail or a good punch in a
minute. That is, not unless you serve Picadilly Cocktail or
Picadilly Punch, the bottled cocktail and punch that the
famous hou. e of Old Nobility has made available to smart
hosts everywhere. Old Nobility Picadilly Cocktail and Old
obility Picadilly Punch come bottled, ready-prepared for you
to chill and serve in a jiffy. Your neighborhood dealer has Old
Nobility Picadilly Cocktail and Old obility Picadilly Punch
at only $1.45 a large bottle."
"Turn that thing off," the driver grumbled. " ow listen,
Harry," he began. "You're the big power on campus and we
know it. Because we're your friends we want to help you out,
but you're going way overboard."
"Ah, shut up," Harry said sternly. "Let's stop somewhere
and pick up a bottle of Old obility Picadilly Cocktail or Old
Nobility Picadilly Punch, at only $1.45 a large bottle, Ha, ha,
ha, ha."
Pulling the car over to the curb suddenly the driver
yanked on the emergency brake and turned in the seat to face
Harry. "You shut up," he shouted . "If it weren't for the three
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of u and a couple other guys back at school you wouldn't be
where you are today. Sure, you're an operator, a promoter, a
go-getter, and a hell of a nice guy; but this last week you've
turned into a real creep."
"If the school knew how you've been acting you wouldn't
have a chance in the world of winning the election . Don't forget, the trophy's being awarded tomorrow night, and from
the looks of things you've got it in the bag. Face up to it
Harry, it's guys like us that've gotten you where you are today. And it' the three of us that have kept you from making
a fool of yourself in the eyes of the school. o how about it,
Harry," he said, relenting his wrath a bit. "How about being
the Harry you were a week ago?"
"Well," Harry drawled, moving uncomfortably in the back
seat. "There's no question but you're right. I gue s I have
been pretty miserable the last few days. But I've gotten that
girl out of my system now; I suppose there's bigger and better
fish in thf' ocean. I'll straighen out and we can forget all about
this week. I won't let you down again."
Having made amends with his friends the four returned
to the college. The follow ing day was the day of the big dance
and the annual award of the 'Student of the Year' trophy.
Ten hours Jeep and several cups of coffee put Harry well on
the road to recovery. He called the girl he was planning to take
that night and told her what t im e he would pick her up. Minor
arrangements as to where he and his friends were go ing after
the dance were decided upon.
During the intermi sion at the dance that evening the
master of ceremony stepped to the microphone. After a longwinded speech as to what the 'Student of the Year' trophy
represented- high scholastic standing, loya lty to the school,
promotion of student affairs, activity in organizations, good
character, and the like- he said, "and it i my pleasure to
announce that Harry Gauzman has been elected student of the
year by t he popular vote of the student body."
As the applause thundered in the ballroom, Harry walked
slowl y to the microphone to accept his award . After shaking
hands with the emcee and accepting the trophy he turned to
address the couples sitting at the tables.
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"My friends, there comes a time, I would imagine, in
everyone's life when he feels that he is the most fortunate
person alive. That's the way I feel right now. In looking back
at the wonderful times and the miserable times I've had, I
sometimes wonder how they could have been any better or
any worse, such as the case may be.
"But then there comes that one moment- an important
moment - when all the wonderful things are remembered and
the bad things are forgotten. I have found that all-important
moment and consider myself the happiest man at this university. However, it has only been through the loyal efforts of
the friends I have been so lucky to find that I have been able
to reach, what I like to call, a milestone in my life. There
isn't much I can say except thank you for this honor and I
certainly hope this attitude and feeling I have right now will
prevail with me the rest of my life. Thank you so much."
Returning to his table amid the tremendous applause
that echoed throughout the room Harry smiled humbly,
clutching the trophy like a new-born child.
Sliding into his seat beside his date Harry nudged her and
whispered, "Pass the bottle, babe." And adding still softer as
he smiled toward admiring glances, "But don't let anyone
see it."

Surprised Young Greek
Now that the horse has flamed within the wall
Was this the face? You mean to say that's all?
- Shoun McHugh
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Portrait of the Artist
as a l-lot l-louse Plant
by

James

F.

Farnum, Jr.

A review of Beauty Looks After Herself, by Eric Gill, Sheed &
Ward, 1933

the abscess of civilization not filling so rapidly, it
W ERE
would be easy to shelve this book with the usually re' pectful, yet bored, comments reserved by ociety for the
prophet. But it is late for flippancy. What Mr. Gill was saying
more than twenty years ago has come, unhappily, true. It is
for civilization to salvage whatever is left of its heritage before it i either blown up by a bomb or smothered to death in
a mink stole. Beneath Mr. Gill's observations on art there is a
basic view of our day. When he ees that the artist becomes
more of a disembodied museum habitant than a skilled worker,
he is underneath observing the infection of civilization.
It is Mr. Gill's thesis that with the Industrial Revolution
the world was t urned upside down, shaken liberally, and never
has regained its equilibrium . The result is that we have a
society devoted to the perfection of the machine to which it is
a slave, to leisure, and to whatever else will make the body
happier and keep the spirit doped. Men no longer take pride
in their work. Indeed they are no longer held personally r esponsible for what they do. They are machine-sitters, not artisans. The machine does the work. The man feeds it. As a r esult we have "cities like Manchester and Birmingham" where
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man can not create in his job, only during hi free time. Values
haYe become rever ed. As Mr. Gill notes:
Industrialism means that whate,·er is deemed nece ary
shall be made by machinery and in quantity, and only what
is deemed unnecessary hall be allowed to remain in the pher
of those eccentric called artists- eccentrics because in a world
of laves they choose to remain responsible fot· what they
make. ( hap. IX , pg. 146)

Man has become the lave of the machine. He no longer
determines his de tiny and needs. He is bound to a ociety
which is itself chained to a huge machine: " ... the system of
usury which we politely call Capitalism and the system of
lavery which we politely call Industrialism" (Chap. XI, pg.
172).

We come to the paradox of our industrial ystem. Where,
by the very constitution of their relationship, there should be
a unity of effort between the leader or master, the worker,
and the user, instead we find :
apital and Labour under indu trial conditions are necessa rily two oppo ed parties. Capital pays the lowest wages cons is tent with efficiency and organize things so that whenever
possible lime and labour and mate rial and cost are saved.
Labour does a little \\"Ork a· is con istent with keeping the job.
( hap. XII, pg. 197)

Society has arrived at such a state that production does
not produce for need. On the contrary, it produces for profit.
What a basic contradiction! The real purpose has become a
thing merely allowed that money can be made. 1r. Gill says
\Ve already live in the 'Bra,·e New World.' Whether we
like it or not, we are breeding, we have already bred, a puppet
population which has n ot only 1ost all sen se of responsibility
for the work it does, but no longer desires to regain such res ponsibility. (Chap. XII, pg. 200)

He was among those with vision enough to foresee the
"beat generation." Was he a prophet? He who speaks the
truth and acts upon it can fulfill many descriptions. There is
no doubt, however, that he was an artist. It is often to, and
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on behalf of, the ar tist that he speaks.
I ndustrialism (how often mu t it he repeated before its
implications are understood?) - Industrialism has relea ed the
artist from the necessity of making anything useful. (Chap.
XIII, pg. 203)

So in our own day we see the artist as a hot house plant,
far removed from the str eam of life, catering to the museums
or to those aesthetes wealthy enough to support him- and
they, Gill notes, are not the ones most in need of the artist .
Before Industrialism the artist fulfilled a need. H e was doing
something, using his skill (the basis of art) for a useful purpose. And he was combining thi need with beauty. Now t he
machine takes care of need. But the machine can neither produce nor appreciate beauty. As a result t he useful is not beautiful. We have beauty only where it is unneeded.
Mr. Gill apparently did not think t hat the artist could
staff t he flow of mater ialism. His approach seems to be more
one of j oining t hem, if we can 't beat t hem. Though it may
seem a compromise, mor e likely it is the only rational way to
act under th e circumstances. Mr. Gill feels that the ar chitect,
the only artist still holding any posit ion of r espect in the
market place, must t urn to plainness as the only expression
of beauty of form still left to us. The day of sculpture has
gone fr om ar chitecture. The artisans wer e replaced by t he
machines. Rather than compr omise with machine-made art,
the architect must turn to the plain.
Toda y, when s uch t hi ngs as carvi ng and orna ment are
n ot to be obt ained (save a s t he rare product of individual artist s whose connection with bu ildings is a m ere ficti on - a
s urviva l having no r eal ity), it is m ore than necessary that archi tect s shoul d be indepen den t of them. This is n o wail of despair. It is simply unrea sona b1e to bewail t he present state of
things . ( Chap. V, p g . 82)

Mr. Gill was a r ealist. He saw exact ly what was before
t he artist. His plan is one that will provide the ar t ist with an
acre of earth to exist on. But it is not one in which ar e artist
will ever kill the dragon. His was an almost pragmatic plan.
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He says :
There i one drawback to the plain building unadorned.
That is, the man in the street doesn't like it. But a wise artist
is one who makes things people can like for the wrong reaons. Plain building is cheaper. Let the man in the street comfort him elf with that. (Chap. V, pg. 83)

It seems rather weak to refer to such a vital being as
Beauty Looks After H e1·self simply as a book. It seems more

the voice of an oracle. Anyone who realizes the contradictions
of this age could well stand and listen . Within its pages are
chronicled the rise of Capitalism and the abuses thereof, the
1ogica1 rise of Socialism and from it Communism, and now the
sickness which burns the world. A sickne s which the world
seems little able to fight, having turned some years ago from
truth and beauty. Possibly even Mr. Gill in 1933 did not realize
how far from these virtues the world had really turned.
As a companion to Beauty Looks Afte1· He1·self the reader
. hould turn to Nia11 Brennan's Th e Making of a Moron. It
was a while since w had read this; and, going over it again,
the bond between the two books was clear. Both te11 the world
what it wills not to hear. Mr. Gi11 sticks pretty well to the
artistic or aesthetic side of the issue, while Mr. Brennan goes
right down on the production line. Peter Maurin, founder of
the Catholic Worker Movement, had the same things to say;
but few seem willing to listen.
There seems little in the substance of 1r. Gill's book that
can be challenged. It is ironical to note, however, that even he
was not in 1933 completely aware of the nature of Communism. He says:
It remains to be seen in what ways ihc product will differ
from previous human achi evements, but one thing is certain :
it will be the direct expression of the religious affirmation and
the ph ilo ophy which are the determining principle , the soul
of the Russ ian Revolution. (Chap. XIII, pg. 228)

We can hardly blame Mr. Gill for failing to see the extent
of the Communist menace. With Yalta and Berlin still before
u. , we are in a poor position to to the first stone.
Again, we would fee l rather hollow by tarting any disforty -five
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cussion of Mr. Gill' style. All that needs to be said is that he
has ably expressed his thoughts. It is they which are most
vital to us today. Style seems of little importance by comparison.
One might wonder if the materialistic civilization in
which we live will ever look to the ickness within herself.
Perhaps she will never have the time. Or possibly, having
looked, she will find the task of purification too tremendous an
undertaking. It was Aubrey De Vere who wrote that an age
ought to be judged by the be t men in it, not by the worst.
The worst exist only in opposition to the be t . So may we hope
that, when the 19th and 20th centuries are called upon the
docket of eternity, the Judge will summon E ric Gill and the
others of hi kind as witn esses for the defense.

The Horse's Mouth
A Review of t he motion p i ctu re . .

by John Grahek, Jr.
G

ULLEY JIMSO , Cary's hero, is r aff ish, old, impecun iou an d unrecogn ized . But ha r d times have not dimi nished
in the slightest t he single-minded ded ication of the cr eati ve
a r t ist. When Gulley f aces a lar ge blank wall, he ha an irresistible impul e t o paint, Furthermore, no consider ation of
fr iendshi p, the law, social convent ions or financial insolvency
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is strong enough to withstand the onslaught of hi creati\·e
clri\·e.
In Jim son, author Cary and actor Guines ha\'e created
a ·omic: figure of the first rank who, in addition, makes a good
deal of sense in a mad way as a representative of arti tic
genius. His canva is energetic, hL brush-strokes fre h, hi
grasp of his material firm .
Th e H o1· ·e's Mouth makes an eloquent plea for all men
of gen iu . We first see Gulley, forlorn and disheveled but not
contrite, as he comes out of prison, pr pared once more to do
battle \Yith the Philistin es-which means that he is r eady to
attack a canvas or, even better, a wall. For Jimson is, if anything, a mura list. The proper blank wall can send him into an
artistic frenzy. The absolutely perfect wall he finds in the
apartment of Sir William Beeder. The Beeders are just off to
Jamaica, and by pawn ing orne of the Beeder's antique si lver
Jim son is ab le to buy the necessary materi als for his mural,
Laza1·us, a project wh ich has to do with feet. But though his
app r oach i representational he does not hes itate to employ
distortion for meaning and effect. In fact, if one were to attempt to sum up Gulley Jimson as to tyle and method one
might best term him an "expr essionist-di stortionist."
Th e H o1·se's Mouth is an a mazing picture on man y scores.
It has a first-rate performance by Guinness, who makes Gulley
Jim son a great painter, a man of vision, and a scamp who is
lovable and annoying.
One of his most grandiose projects was the painting of
a ·wall of a bomb-damaged chapel about to give way to a wrecking crew. The fact that this masterpi ece is immediately bulldozed into obli vion disturbs Jimson not in the least. On he goe ,
down t he Thames in his hou seboat, seeking fre h wa ll s and
brighter colors.
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CONTRIBUTORS
JOHX L. MELTO T' Ph.D., is an Assistant Professor of English at
the University, and gives us some delightful verses dedicated to the
retiring Professor Bungart.
RICHARD J. SPATH, Ph.D., invites the more scholarly to attempt his
dedicatory poem, "Carmen A loisio." Dr. Spath, a popular and active
campus figure, is an Associate Professor of Classical Languages and
Director of the Department.
JOH::-.1 A. CO LEY, Ph.D., is an Associate Professor of English, and
will be a visiting professor of Medieval Literature at Brandeis University during the coming academic year. His verse translation of
"Bede's Death Song" (from Old English) is the second in print.
THOMAS CORR, a graduate assistant of the E nglish Department, is
noted for previous Qua?·tcwly articles, and has given us five excellent
poem under the title of "Pomes Nickleach."
THO!VIAS J . O'TOOLE is a senior English major who presents another
-hort story of unusual tenor for your consideration and pleasure.
DE);'~IS

makes hi

J. DYBECK, a freshman business student from Chicago,
first appearance with "Independence Day Picnic."

LAWRENCE J . 0 DREJACK contributes an interesting hort as
his initial Quarte1·ly contribution. He is a social science fresh:11an from
Johnstown, Pa .
LA \VRENCE RAYBOUR E, Evening College social science major, resides in Cleveland and is the father of two youngsters. You'll enjoy
hi humorous, but lugubrious short.
JAMES F . FAR AM, JR. reviews E ric Gill's Beauty Looks Ajte1· He?·sclf. Farnam is a graduate assistant with Carroll's English Department.
JOH
GRAHEK, Jr., a junior B.E.G. major, reviews Joyce Cary's
"The Horse's Mouth" - a motion picture from the novel of the same
name.
ROBERT SMITH analyzes the Union in his "Tribute?" He is a political
-cience senior, and chairman of the U nion Constitution Committee.
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